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- Perfect Flex non insulated flexible air ducts are specially produced for low and 
medium pressure HVAC duct works.

- Airtight Perfect Flex is produced from multi-layer of Alum. /polyester tapes 
strengthened with high tensile hard steel spring wire.

- The steel wire is completely encapsulated within two layers of tough polyester film 
securely bonded together by using water based , fire resistance adhesive , the outer 
and inner layer of this core flexible duct also has an aluminum foil laminated to it for 
added strength and fire resistance performance.

Type Flex - Alum.-Alum.

Duct construction
Average thickness of duct

Avilable Diameter  (     )
Temperture Range
Air velocity
Operating Pressure
Standard length
Packing
Reaction to fire
Surface Burning 
Characteristics

4-Ply Alum. foil/Polyester + Alum. foil/Polyester
50 Micron for Alum. /Polyester & 78 Micron 
for Alum. /Alum. flexible air duct.
2.5" , 3" , 4" , 5" , 6'' , 8'' ,10'' ,12'' ,14'' , 16'' ,18'' & 20 ''
-30oC / 200oC
30 m/s (max.)
3000 Pa. (max.)
10 m
Single cadboard box
Difficult to ignite
All components are self-extinguishing and will not 
support flame.
Max.  Flame Spread: 25         Max. Smoke Developed: 50
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Perfect Flex insulated �exible air duct Thermally and acoustically 
insulated �exible air ducts are speci�cally produced for low and 
medium pressure heating, cooling, ventilation, exhaust and air 
conditioning  systems , it has high elasticity and �exibility.
Airtight  insulated �exible air duct  Perfect Flex is produced from  : 
multi-layer of Alum./polyester tapes strengthened with high 
tensile hard steel spring wire .
The steel wire is completely encapsulated within two layers of 
tough polyester film securely bonded together by using water  
based , fire resistance adhesive , the outer and inner layer of this 
core flexible duct also has an aluminum foil laminated to it for 
added strength and fire resistance performance. 
The inner �exible air Duct surrounded  with  Fiber glass Density 16 
or 24 [Kg/m3], thick 25 or 50 [mm] then covered with Aluminium 
Jacket .
 

Difficult to ignite

Dampens mechanical vibration

Excellent sound attenuation

Minimum pressure loss

Dust proof interior

High Tension steel  wire & High resistance to deformation

Resistant to chemicals

High resistance to wear and tear jacket

Easy to store

Easy to transport

Low installation cost

Perfect Flex insulated �exible air duct

Duct construction

Average thickness of duct

Temperture Range

Diameter Range

Insulation 

Insulation Thickness

Insulation Density 

Jacket 

Air velocity

Operating Pressure

Standard length

Packing

Reaction to fire

4-Ply Alum. foil/Polyester + Alum. foil/Polyester

50 Micron for Alum. /Polyester & 78 Micron
for Alum. /Alum. flexible air duct.

-30 °C / +150 °C

6" , 8" , 10" , 12" , 14" , 16" , 18" & 20 " 
any other diameter available with M.O.Q 

 Fiber Glass 

 25 mm – 50 mm 

 16 kg/m³ -  24 kg/m³

 Aluminium

30 m/s (max.)

3000 Pa. (max.)

10 m

Single cadboard box

Di�cult to Ignite 
comply with  :  M1 (France)  Class B-S1-d0  (Europe)

Perfect Flex insulated
 flexible air duct




